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My family’s third-floor flat rises far above 
the traffic and shouts of 16th Street, on 
the northwestern edge of the Mission 
District. Over the years, I’ve seen how 

brotherhood, and sisterhood, truly is central to my 
neighborhood. In a community of such diverse 
heritages, backgrounds, and experiences, a sense of 
shared purpose and values ties us together. For those 
who remember the Hippies, celebrate their Aztec 
heritage, busk at BART, play the 
cajon and steel drums, and paint 
murals, unity comes from art. Their 
children, including myself, have 
grown up with this unity and appre-
ciation for diversity. The distinctive 
arts culture of the inner Mission is 
rooted in San Francisco’s history of 
counterculture movements, as local 
poets, musicians, and muralists 
continue to express dissent from 
mainstream society and politics, 
and advocate for liberal change.

San Francisco’s counterculture 
first began in the late 1800s, with 
the emergence of the bohemian 
literary movement. With the rise 
of industrialization in eastern and 
midwestern cities, a new materi-
alist culture developed, bringing 

corruption and a powerful federal government along 
with it. Many artists, especially writers, were among 
the first to criticize American society’s increasing 
emphasis on wealth and status, and instead chose 
to focus on the purposes of human existence and 
relationships. Many of these artists were drawn 
to the West, where a whole new civilization was 
being formed, one with greater personal freedom 
for women and more ethnic diversity.

arT aCTiVisM: 
San Francisco’s History of Counterculture and  
Its Impact on the Mission District
by Sofia Herron Geller

To quote the 4 Non Blondes, a San Francisco-originated, all-women rock group: 

“I realized quickly when I knew I should
That the world was made up of this brotherhood of man.”

HHHHH frACChiA Prize 1sT PlACe winner HHHHH

Members of an early labor union, these waitresses congregated at Mission Dolores.  
Courtesy of San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library.
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With tens of thousands of immigrants and 
white Americans moving to the West Coast, San 
Francisco developed as a major hub for culture and 
the arts, literary and otherwise.1 In San Francisco, 
communities of free spirits, with antigovernment 
and anti-materialist belief systems, or “bohemi-
ans,” began to form, including groups such as the 
Bohemian Club. It was during this period that the 
northern Mission neighborhood blocks around my 
apartment at “Sixteenth Street and upper Valencia 
Street developed a bohemian flavor, with cafes, art 
houses, independent theaters, and bookstores.”2 

These bohemian meeting places were prototypes for 
some of today’s beloved institutions on 16th Street, 

including the Roxie Theater and Manny’s Café, 
where locals meet to explore inequalities and rele-
vant political movements. Many authors frequented 
these meeting places, and used fictionalized works to 
question society and satirize American involvement 
in imperialistic wars. Authors such as Jack London 
and Mark Twain wrote of a different America than 
the traditional American writers back East, inspired 
by a freer life out West. Twain himself is quoted as 
saying, “Whenever you find yourself on the side of 
the majority, it is time to pause and reflect,” which 
accurately sums up the disillusionment that these 
late-19th century thinkers felt toward the increasingly 
industrialized and imperialistic United States.

The Roxie Theatre, located at 16th and Mission Streets, has shown independent films since the 1970s.  
Courtesy of San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library.
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Practices that developed in the 19th-century 
bohemian organizations, such as examining main-
stream culture, discussing deeper meanings about 
humanity, and expressing these meanings through 
art, reemerged in the 1950s. Continuing the legacy 
of Twain and his contemporaries, artists of the Beat 
Generation promoted freedom from what they saw as 
a flawed American society, through their visual art 
and poetry. The San Francisco Beatniks, including 
writers Jack Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg, rejected 
the materialism, conservative views, and conformity 
of post-World War II America. Like the “bohemians” 
before them, the Beatniks also established organiza-
tions and locations,  such as City Lights Bookstore in 
North Beach, where they could discuss and debate 
societal issues.  

Throughout the 60s and 70s, San Francisco’s 
counterculture evolved, as free speech demonstra-
tions and Beatnik disillusionment were replaced by 
protests against the Vietnam War and conservatism. 
These protests, sit-ins, and demonstrations inspired 
a mass-migration to San Francisco from around the 
U.S., resulting in the Hippie Era. Culminating in 
the 1967 Summer of Love in Golden Gate Park, 
more than 100,000 young Hippies flooded into 
San Francisco. Like the bohemians of the previous 
century, the Hippies “did not agree with most of 
the ideas of mainstream society, and through their 
writing, music, and clothes, expressed their new 
ideas.”3 Art and music were central to the spread 
of Hippie ideas, and musicians from Jerry Garcia to 
Janis Joplin wrote hit songs with lyrics promoting the 

A small child dances at a drum circle on Golden Gate Park’s Hippie Hill.  
Courtesy of San Francisco History Center, San Francisco Public Library.
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free love and anti-war 
ideals of the Summer 
of Love. Today, these 
ideas have “evolved 
into ‘San Francisco 
values’—left-wing or 
rigidly liberal politics, 
social tolerance, gender 
and sexual freedom, a 
shared sense of com-
munity, concern about 
the planet’s inherent 
fragility, and an embrace 
of change.”4

T h e  H i p p i e s , 
Beatniks, and bohemi-
ans were centered in 
different locations of 
San Francisco, but their 
ideas are reflected in the 
Mission today, in art 
forms from drum circles 
in Dolores Park to ban-
das de samba to bright, 
beautiful murals. These 
creative outlets all serve 
to bind the community together, and can also be used 
to make political statements. From Clarion Alley 
to the Women’s Building, the “Mission tradition of 
public murals has expanded from individual oases of 
political art in the urban landscape, predominantly 
identified with Latino culture, to rivers of vibrant 
and powerful expressions of all kinds.”5 

I live in the Mission, and these accessible and 
bold works of art remind me to be active in my 
community, to volunteer to help others, to learn 
about current events, and to attend public hear-
ings and demonstrations that tackle “everything 
from ongoing free speech issues to environmental 
activism, workers’ rights, civil rights, the student 
loan crisis, and America’s growing income gap.”6 
We’ve learned from the past that unity is strength, 
and only by taking action together can we come up 
with solutions.

In particular, Mona Caron’s WEEDS series 
(mural project) exemplifies the use of art as activ-
ism in the Mission. Throughout my life, I’d always 
noticed a mural of a biker at Ocean Beach, visible 

just when the J train emerges above ground, at 
Church and Duboce Streets. The entire back wall 
of Safeway portrays scenes of San Francisco and 
Critical Mass, and also numerous native poppies and 
lizards. A few weeks ago, I read an interview—in 
the print SF Chronicle that my parents still insist on 
getting—of the artist Mona Caron. Although I’d 
never heard of her before, I learned that Mona has 
designed and painted not only the Duboce bikeway 
mural, but also many of the other large, beautiful 
murals that I pass every day. Intrigued, I did some 
more research and discovered her global Weeds 
Project, “a series of paintings of urban weeds, created 
as a tribute to the resilience of all those beings who 
no one made room for, were not part of the plan, 
and yet keep coming back, pushing through and 
rising up.”7

The resilience and importance of nature that 
Caron advocates for in her murals of weeds, are real-
ized in the Dearborn Community Garden. Wedged 
between 17th and 18th Streets on a little alley across 
from the Women’s Building, the garden used to be 

One of Mona Caron’s WEED murals on Church Street. Her work is very colorful.  
To see her work, visit MonaCaron.com. Image used by permission of Mona Caron.
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a parking lot for employees of a PepsiCo factory, 
before the factory closed in 1991. The plot of land 
was sold to “the City and County of San Francisco, 
which subsequently built a police station that stands 
there today. At the same time, PepsiCo donated the 
land that held its parking lot to the San Francisco 
League of Urban Gardeners (SLUG).”8 In 2001, 
the young Dearborn Garden faced having its land 
seized by the City, for various illegalities. In contrast 
with the large, multinational Pepsi Corporation, 

the small, independent 
Dearborn Garden wasn’t 
generating revenue for 
the city, and therefore was 
“not part of the plan.” But 
SLUG stood up. That is 
to say, when the deed-less 
land donation to SLUG 
was challenged by the City, 
a handful of motivated com-
munity gardeners resisted 
the attempts, and decided 
to officially organize. They 
elected a board, set up dues 
for members of the garden, 
and began to pay taxes on 
their use of the land.

Today,  Dearborn 
gardeners, including my 
family, have the opportu-
nity to cultivate crops in 
the middle of urban San 
Francisco. Dearborn Garden 
was always a fun place for 
me to climb trees as a kid. I 
realize now that the garden 
also taught me to appreciate 
where our food comes from 
and to take time to be in 
nature whenever possible. 
In the garden, plots feature 
a variety of vegetables and 
flowers, and are recognizable 
by unique birdbaths, tall 
sunflowers, and blossoming 
lemon trees. But despite 
small variations, there is 
a communal element that 

makes Dearborn Garden a microcosm of the Mission. 
The bi-annual garden meetings are led by a mixture 
of original and newer members, and feature the most 
direct democracy I’ve ever seen, with all members 
voicing suggestions and concerns for the garden, and 
all members voting on the decisions. The meetings, 
which always culminate in a liberal or pro-union 
parody of some popular song, demonstrate a uniquely 
San Franciscan mindset, based on equality, environ-
mental sustainability, and community.

Winter at the Dearborn Garden. Photo taken by author.
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Many of these “Hippie” ideals originated with 
long-time garden members who have lived in the 
Mission for decades. I’ve tasted the kale quiches, seen 
the photos of communes, and heard the ’60s protest 
songs enough to understand the strong influence of 
San Franciscan counterculture on many residents 
of the Mission. These family members, friends, and 
neighbors have become pillars of our community, 
loud voices calling for equality for underrepresented 
women, immigrants, homeless, LGBTQ people, and 
everyone in between. 

Literary geniuses of the bohemian crowd, con-
temporary poets of the Beat Generation, musical 
groundbreakers of the Hippie era, and spray-paint 
wielding muralists today have all taught us the 
importance of activism, togetherness, and creativity.

* * * * * * *

AbouT The AuThor

Sofia Herron Geller is senior at Lowell High 
School and is excited to graduate soon. She plans 
to study sociology and environmental science at 
UC Davis next year. Her hobbies include listening 
to and playing music, reading, filmmaking, and 
spending time in nature. She thanks the San 
Francisco Historical Society and Mayor Breed for 
this opportunity to be published!
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